Measuring Pedestrian Collision Detection With Peripheral Field Loss and the Impact of Peripheral Prisms
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Purpose: Peripheral field loss (PFL) due to retinitis pigmentosa, choroideremia, or glaucoma often results in a highly constricted residual central field, which makes it difficult for patients to avoid collision with approaching pedestrians. We developed a virtual environment to evaluate the ability of patients to detect pedestrians and judge potential collisions. We validated the system with both PFL patients and normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL. We also tested whether properly placed high-power prisms may improve pedestrian detection.

Methods: A virtual park-like open space was rendered using a driving simulator (configured for walking speeds), and pedestrians in testing scenarios appeared within and outside the residual central field. Nine normally sighted subjects and eight PFL patients performed the pedestrian detection and collision judgment tasks. The performance of the subjects with simulated PFL was further evaluated with field of view expanding prisms.

Results: The virtual system for testing pedestrian detection and collision judgment was validated. The performance of PFL patients and normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL were similar. The prisms for simulated PFL improved detection rates, reduced detection response times, and supported reasonable collision judgments in the prism-expanded field; detections and collision judgments in the residual central field were not influenced negatively by the prisms.

Conclusions: The scenarios in a virtual environment are suitable for evaluating PFL and the impact of field of view expanding devices.

Translational Relevance: This study validated an objective means to evaluate field expansion devices in reproducible near-real-life settings.

Introduction

Peripheral field loss (PFL), sometimes called tunnel vision, is characterized by the severe concentric loss of peripheral vision, resulting in a limited residual central field.¹,² A residual central visual field of 20° or less in diameter is considered legal blindness in most jurisdictions.³ It can be caused by diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP), choroideremia, or advanced glaucoma.² The loss of peripheral vision often progresses gradually, becoming more severe over decades.⁴,⁵ Patients with PFL report difficulties with mobility, such as tripping over obstacles or uneven travel surfaces and bumping into people in crowded situations;⁶ indeed, PFL has shown correlations with limited mobility performance.⁷⁻¹¹ This paper addresses the difficulties faced by PFL patients in avoiding collisions with other pedestrians while walking in crowded open spaces such as transportation terminals, wide school corridors, and shopping malls, where the directions of pedestrian movement are not regulated as they are in office building corridors or along sidewalks.

With a normal visual field, visual cues about other pedestrians’ movements can be utilized to estimate whether they pose any collision risk. Subsequent decisions on changing the trajectory or speed may then be made. We first analyze the visual information that may not be accessible to the patient. The
direction of a pedestrian relative to the patient’s heading is defined as the bearing angle, and this angle is equal to the visual eccentricity of the pedestrian in the perceived scene while the patient is gazing straight ahead, as is commonly the case during walking. The below two examples illustrate how the bearing (retinal eccentricity) and retinal image size (looming) of approaching pedestrians change in patients’ visual field during the approach.

On sidewalks or in corridors, the oncoming pedestrians’ walking trajectories tend to be parallel to the patients. Figures 1a and 1b show an example with two pedestrians approaching each other on parallel paths. The example assumes that the pedestrian (shown as a gray diamond) is a patient with 20° diameter residual central field. The approaching pedestrian is shown as a blue circle. Assuming an average shoulder width of about 0.6 m, the closest distance between the central points of two pedestrians needs to be more than 0.6 m to avoid a collision. In this example, the closest distance between the patient’s and pedestrian’s central points is 0.6 m. This may result in a socially unacceptable close proximity, which we call brushing or near-collision.

The change in bearing angle ($\beta$) as a function of time is shown in Figure 1c, assuming the patient’s gaze is maintained straight ahead: the solid blue line indicates the bearing dynamics of the pedestrian’s central point, and the shaded blue area represents the bearing span over time of an assumed cylinder-shaped pedestrian with a 0.6-m diameter. Figure 1c shows that the blue pedestrian looms and stays within the residual central field of the patient (shaded in gray) for about 5 seconds. This (near) colliding pedestrian would...
appear within the patient’s residual central field and thus be easily detected and attended to early on to avoid the collision.

In the second example, an open space scenario (Figs. 1d, 1e), the pedestrian approaches the patient from the side, and their geometrical centers are on a collision course contacting at the black dot (center-to-center collision). The orange circular pedestrian in Figure 1d approaches the patient (depicted as a gray diamond) at a bearing angle ($\beta$) of 45°, and they both maintain a constant (though not necessarily equal) speed and direction. Because they are on a collision course, the triangles formed by the patient, the orange pedestrian, and the collision point are similar triangles (Fig. 1e), which means that the bearing angle of the pedestrian relative to the patient’s heading direction stays constant (the orange horizontal solid line in Fig. 1f). The shaded orange area shows the bearing span over time when the body width is considered (Fig. 1f). Different from the blue pedestrian (Fig. 1c), the orange span stays outside the patient’s residual central field most of the time until right before the collision happens (assuming forward gaze). This is consistent with the anecdotal account often given by patients that pedestrians seem to pop up, leaving the patient with no time to respond. Such cases are most likely to happen in crowded open spaces where pedestrians’ trajectories are highly variable and less regulated.

Patients with PFL are often instructed in orientation and mobility training to compensate for their impairment through scanning. However, scanning performance was found to be ineffective especially when walking.12 Forward-gazing may be crucial for monitoring locomotion, especially given a limited visual field,13–15 and spending a lot of time on scanning has been suggested to be unsafe for patients.16 Patients with PFL in fact show limited scanning, of about the same magnitude as normally sighted pedestrians, while walking indoors or outdoors.17,18 To summarize, for patients with PFL, potential collisions with pedestrians on sidewalks or corridors may be easy to detect with their intact central vision, but those coming from the side (e.g., in open spaces) are likely to be missed.

Here we report on the development and validation of virtual reality (VR) walking scenarios as a tool to objectively evaluate PFL patients’ ability to avoid collisions with other pedestrians with and without visual aids or other treatment (e.g., scanning training). The virtual scenarios were rendered using a driving simulator configured for walking speeds, in which the participants walk virtually in a park. They were asked to perform two consecutive tasks for each appearing pedestrian—pedestrian detection and collision judgment—while controlling their path through the park. The virtual system was verified in nine normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL (binocular 20° diameter residual central fields using masked head-mounted goggles) and eight PFL patients.

We are also developing novel prism glasses2,19 as visual aids for PFL patients and testing their effect on patients’ performance using this virtual system. The prism glasses aim to expand patients’ field of view (the portion of the scene that falls on patients’ functioning retina) using prisms to shift the previously unseen portion of the scene onto the functioning retina.19 Peripheral prism glasses have been used to help patients detect objects in their blind fields through shifted views.20 Peripheral Peli prisms, developed for homonymous hemianopia (HH), are placed in the upper and lower periphery to provide field of view expansion without causing central binocular double vision. One component of double vision, the appearance of two different objects at the same perceived direction, is binocular visual confusion, which is necessary for field expansion but not acceptable for central vision.21,22 Peripheral prisms were therefore found to be beneficial in obstacle avoidance when walking.23

To decide which portion of the scene to shift using the prisms, we asked where in the visual field potentially colliding pedestrians in crowded open spaces (e.g., Fig. 1d) are more likely to occur. Peli et al.1 addressed this question by calculating the risk density of collisions at different bearings of pedestrians relative to the patient’s heading. They found that, given realistic assumptions on speed ranges and assuming pedestrians at all locations head in all directions with equal probability, the collision risk density peaked at a bearing angle of about 45°. Based on their model, pedestrians approaching at low-bearing angles (more centrally) posed a lower risk for collision; for example, −10° to 10° bearings (negative sign for the left side) account for only 3% of the total risk in such open space. They proposed creating artificial visual islands in the periphery using prisms (prism-expanded fields). For example, artificial visual islands 20° diameter wide centered at 30° eccentricity (theoretically achievable using 57 prism diopter [$|\Delta| = 30°$] prisms) on both sides would enable about 31% of the total risk to be monitored.1 It is also important to assure that while expanding the periphery...
eral field of view, disturbance to patients’ residual central visual field is avoided or minimized.

Furthermore, oblique peripheral prisms were applied, shifting the images both horizontally and vertically, moving the laterally expanded fields of view up or down to about eye level. Without the vertical shift, the user may not detect an approaching pedestrian through the upper prism unless the pedestrian is much taller; the lower prism also may be less effective for pedestrian detection due to showing mostly lower parts of the pedestrian or ground depending on the distance.

The effect of the prisms is often measured using standard perimetry, and their real-life impact on mobility is usually evaluated subjectively through survey or questionnaires. However, standard perimetry can only indicate the field of view given a fixed gaze position under optimal viewing conditions (e.g., participants detect one simple target on a blank background as the sole task). Therefore, such measurements are inadequate to predict the prisms’ impact in complex real-life mobility situations. An objective evaluation of performance is necessary, especially when high-power prisms are prescribed, since various side effects, such as prism distortions, total internal reflection (TIR), and possible spurious reflections, may limit the effectiveness of the prisms. The possible impact of these limitations may go unnoticed by the patients, as pedestrian collision is unpredictable in real life and the frequency is low (but may be critical when it happens). More importantly, the patients will never know about missed detections if other pedestrians corrected their paths or stopped to avoid the collision. Therefore, it is impractical to evaluate with questionnaires or to test in real life. The effects of the peripheral prisms on pedestrian detection by patients with HH while driving were evaluated in a driving simulator study, and in an on-road study, which better reflect their real-life impact.

Using the novel VR test environment, we conducted a first evaluation of the field of view expanding prisms for PFL. We used a prism design modified from the Peli peripheral prisms for HH to address the PFL situation. The impact of the prisms within both the prism-expanded fields and the residual central fields were examined with simulated PFL in normally sighted subjects.

**Methods**

This study was designed to create and validate a VR test environment, in which the impact of PFL on pedestrian detection and collision judgment performance can be objectively evaluated. Such evaluation would be particularly useful in comparing performance with various treatment options (devices and training). Here we included a first evaluation of the impact of peripheral prisms with simulated PFL as a way of demonstrating our test systems. Part I describes the virtual walking scenarios, which included multiple pedestrians appearing at various visual eccentricities and approaching the participant’s path on both collision and noncollision courses. Part II first outlines a prospective design for peripheral prism placement on glasses for PFL, and then details the adaptation to the goggles simulating PFL. Lastly, Part III presents the experimental procedure and data analyses.

**Part I. Simulator Scenarios for Evaluating Pedestrian Detection and Collision Judgment**

**Virtual Environment**

An open space walking environment was simulated using a driving simulator model LE1500 (FAAC, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI), which provides a 225° field of view with five screens (Fig. 2a) for participants seated 735 mm from the front screen. The scenarios were scripted using the software Scenario Toolbox, supplied by FAAC. Participants “walked” in an open park environment with green grass grounds without other obstacles. Roads, buildings, and trees were visible in the background. The simulated vehicle was a bicycle, which provided a wider open view as would be available for a pedestrian rather than the limited window view that is blocked by the car interior seen in driving simulations. The bicycles’ speed was set at a fixed rapid walking speed, 1.94 m/s. Gas and brake pedals were disabled. Seated participants controlled only their “walking” direction using the steering wheel. Active control was needed to engage the participants’ attention and keep them gazing forward, as is the case during walking. An orange basketball rolling ahead of participants was used to mark the path, guiding their walking directions, and they were instructed to keep the ball aligned with a string marking the center of the front screen (Fig. 2b). Without such a reference, participants with PFL (real or simulated) may not notice if they drift from the screen center and the assumed path that the pedestrian eccentricities depended upon.

Each scenario lasted about 8 minutes and included 20 segments with slightly varying walking directions.
Each segment was about 45 m (23 seconds) long. The orange basketball path turned by a small angle at the beginning of each segment, and participants were allowed 15 \pm 2 m (about 8 seconds) to realign with the basketball before a programmed pedestrian appeared (Fig. 2b). Only gradual turns (\(\leq 5^\circ\)) were applied to ensure easy alignment so as to minimize the differences between programmed and actual pedestrian bearings. The participants were told to maintain the basketball and string alignment, but they were not required to stare at it all the time. Only one pedestrian appeared in each segment, during which the participant and pedestrian were both programmed to maintain constant (though can be different) speeds and fixed directions. Across the segments, the pedestrian’s speed varied according to the designed path, and pedestrians approaching at a fast speed were rendered to appear running. The participants were instructed to press the horn once to indicate pedestrian detection, and then again for their judgment of collision. Pedestrians were scripted to disappear 0.1 second before they reached the participant’s path, to avoid actual collisions or bypasses, but participants were instructed to make their decisions about collisions based on the assumption that pedestrians would continue moving on the same path. No feedback was given after the responses.

**Design of Pedestrian Paths**

For each segment/trial, the participant’s path was guided by the basketball. To represent the variety of pedestrian dynamics that patients face in real life, a few approaching pedestrian trajectories were included. This variability was also used to evaluate participants’ sensitivity to the different pedestrians’ dynamics; that is, the participants would be expected to report collisions more often for those pedestrians actually getting closer to them. Such responses would further add to the face validity of the testing system. In most trials, the pedestrian’s path crossed the participant’s path. We defined the distance between the participant and the pedestrian when their paths crossed as \(d_{pc}\). A center-to-center collision would occur if and when \(d_{pc} = 0\) (Figs. 3a, 3b). To allow sufficient time for responding to a potential collision, the time when their paths may cross was set to 6 seconds after the pedestrian appeared. The position of the participant at \(t = 6\) seconds was set based on the participant’s speed and presumed heading, and in center-to-center collision trials this was the collision point.

In center-to-center collision trials, the initial distance between the pedestrian and the participant, \(d_{t=0}\), was 19.4 m. The pedestrian’s initial bearing, \(b_{t=0}\), relative to the participant’s heading was either 30° (Fig. 3a) or 10° (Fig. 3b). The former would appear outside the residual central field but within the prism-expanded field; the latter appeared within but near the boundary of the residual central field (20° in diameter) and could be seen with simulated PFL. This design allowed us to evaluate the effect of the prisms both within the residual central field and the prism-expanded field. The pedestrian appeared randomly on the right or left side and the appearances on each side were counterbalanced. Given the pedestrian’s initial position and the position when \(t = 6\) seconds (the collision point), the pedestrian’s heading (\(\alpha\)) and speed were calculated for each trial.

We also included conditions of corridor/sidewalk-like encounters, in which the heading directions of the participant and pedestrian were parallel and toward each other; the participant and pedestrian approached...
each other on parallel paths with a lateral displacement (Fig. 3c). As their paths were not crossing, the path crossing distance, $d_{pc}$, was recorded as $d_{pc} = 0$. Two such conditions were tested: the pedestrian could initially appear at the bearing of $5^\circ$ or $2.5^\circ$ (both within the residual central field), and it passed the participant laterally (1.69 m away from the participant for both $5^\circ$ and $2.5^\circ$) after 6 seconds.

To evaluate whether participants could distinguish impending collisions from noncollisions, trials with near-collision and noncollision were included by changing the path crossing distances ($d_{pc}$) while maintaining the pedestrian’s heading direction ($a$). When $d_{pc} > 0$, the pedestrian passed in front of the participant (Fig. 3d). When $d_{pc} < 0$, the pedestrian passed behind the participant (Fig. 3e). For each initial bearing, $\beta_{t=0}$, three nonzero $d_{pc}$, $-2$ m, $+2$ m, and $+12$ m, were tested. These distances were selected based on a preliminary study in the same environment\textsuperscript{29}. We found for pedestrians passing in front of the normally sighted subjects that the threshold path crossing distance for perceived collision (50% trials decided as collision) was $+6$ m, and for pedestrians passing behind, the threshold was about $-2$ m. Since the closest distance between the participant and the pedestrian was smaller than 1 m for $d_{pc} = -2$ m and $+2$ m, these conditions were counted as near-collisions (thus collision response was counted as correct), while the conditions with $d_{pc} = +12$ m were noncollisions. In addition, the conditions with the participant and pedestrian on parallel paths (Fig. 3c) were noncollisions since the closest distance between their centers (1.69 m for both $5^\circ$ and $2.5^\circ$) was much larger than the 0.6 m body width.

The 20 trials/pedestrians in each scenario included 10 trials on the right and 10 trials on the left. Two out of the 10 trials were parallel noncollision conditions; four trials were with $\beta_{t=0} = 10^\circ$, with $d_{pc} = -2$ m, 0,
and +12 m, respectively; and the other four trials were with $\beta_{pc} = 30^\circ$, with the same four $d_{pc}$ values. The order of the trials was randomized in each scenario to counterbalance possibly confounding effects of various background contents and to minimize potential effects of learning within the scenario.

**Participants' Task**

Besides maintaining the path by steering to align the basketball and string, participants were instructed to first press the horn as quickly as possible when they detected the pedestrian, and a second time when they decided whether the pedestrian was on a collision course with their body or not. For the collision judgment task, if they decided that the pedestrian would not collide, they pressed the horn once; if they believed the pedestrian would collide, they pressed the horn twice. This allowed us to collect the participants' pedestrian detection and collision judgment, as well as the response time (RT) for both responses.

**Part II. Goggles to Simulate PFL and Test Prisms**

To conduct an evaluation of the test environment and the impact of the field of view expanding prisms, we developed goggles to simulate PFL in normally sighted subjects. A 20° diameter binocular residual central field was simulated using open apertures on head-mounted opaque goggles (Fig. 4). The front cover of the goggles was replaced with a clear acrylic surface (Fig. 4b). A customized aperture mask adjusted for each individual subject’s parameters (including interpupillary distance, back vertex distance, and convergence angle when viewing the driving simulator screens) was attached to the acrylic surface to restrict the peripheral field (Fig. 4). The goggles with about 100 mm back vertex distance (between the back of the acrylic surface to the front of the cornea) were used to allow larger apertures for a 20° diameter field. The larger apertures avoided diffraction caused by small apertures that were required with small vertex distance.

**Prism Placement on Glasses.** We first briefly describe a design for prism placement on actual lenses of glasses for PFL (see Supplementary Appendix “Details of prism positioning” for more details), and then describe its adaptation to our goggles simulating PFL. The prisms are intended to only cover the upper and lower residual paracentral field, leaving the central vertical 10° (in diameter) clear to avoid central double vision when at primary gaze. The design was derived from the analyses presented in Apfelbaum and Peli and Peli and Jung. Such design spares the central field from incorrectly perceiving the direction of the walking target, avoids misguided locomotion, and prevents losing central binocular fusion with consequent central double vision. Central double vision has been identified as a limiting side effect of prior field of view expansion prism designs. Oblique 57° Fresnel prisms were embedded into the upper and lower peripheral portions of the spectacle lenses, as done with the commercially available peripheral prisms for HH, but with narrower interprism separation for a smaller field size and with oblique tilt (see Supplementary Appendix...
Details of prism positioning (for more details). The upper or lower prisms were placed only in front of one eye, with the fellow eye maintaining an un-shifted paracentral view that was blocked by the prism. Such design enables biocular multiplexing in field of view expansion. Unlike the standard fitting for HH, where both upper and lower segments are placed on the same lens with both bases in the same direction, here we placed one on each lens. Both prisms were placed base-out, with the right lens prism expanding the right-eye field of view to the right and the left lens prism expanding the left-eye field of view to the left.

Prisms for Simulated PFL Using Goggles. The oblique 57° Fresnel prisms were placed on the surface of the goggles to cover the upper and lower 5° of the aperture, leaving the central vertical 10° diameter clear (Fig. 4a). The widest horizontal field of view within the prism in the goggles (and in the glasses, without vertical eye movements) is about $2 \times 8.7° = 17.4°$ (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, since the upper and lower prism-expanded fields were vertically centered at $\pm 7.5°$ from the primary gaze (0° eccentricity), a $\pm 7.5°$ vertical prism shift was required to bring the center of the prism-expanded fields toward eye level. With the prism-expanded fields located at eye level, the upper and lower prisms can better contribute to pedestrian detection. The tilted angle of the prism apex-base axis was calculated as 17° (Fig. 4a), which resulted in a slight reduction of horizontal effective angle deviation at the primary position of gaze (see details in Supplementary Appendix “Details of prism positioning”).

The two 57° oblique base-out prisms were placed in front of the left and right eyes, above and below primary gaze, respectively. We used a left-top and right-bottom design (Fig. 4), but the opposite configuration should be equivalent. The oblique prisms could theoretically create peripheral lateral islands between 11° and 39° of eccentricity (see Supplementary Appendix “Peripheral islands created by the prisms” for calculation). Therefore, our scripted pedestrians that appear at the 30° horizontal bearing around eye level should fall within the prism-expanded fields. This was confirmed with perimetry, as shown in Figure 5a. From the subjects’ viewpoint, the expanded left/right areas outside the residual central field, seen by the left/right eye, would perceptually appear in the paracentral upper/lower visual field, respectively (Fig. 5b). The un-shifted fields of view were maintained by the other eye.

Subjects were instructed to look through the central area, and no vertical head tilt or gaze shift was required in using the device. They were explicitly instructed that objects appeared in the upper field were from the left, and objects appeared in the lower field were from the right. To familiarize the subjects...
with the device, they were asked to wear the goggles prisms and moved their hands in front the goggles from the far left to the right side, and to experience how, when, and where the images of their hands would appear in the upper field of view or the lower field of view, and in the central visual field.

Part III. Evaluating Pedestrian Detection and Collision Judgment

Procedure

Nine normally sighted subjects with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity (average age 27, three females) participated in the experiment. All subjects were fitted with the customized goggles simulating 20° diameter binocular residual central field and then shown the field of view expanding prisms. The perceptual effects of the prisms were explicitly explained. All subjects were tested under three viewing conditions: normal vision (NV) without the goggles, simulated PFL with the goggles (PFL), and simulated PFL with the field of view expanding prisms placed on the goggles (PFL+PR).

The subjects were given ample time (20 to 30 minutes including the goggles and prisms familiarization) to practice the experimental tasks in training scenarios that contained the same string alignment, pedestrian detection, and collision decision tasks, but did not contain the exact pedestrian trials that were tested in the study. The NV condition was practiced first, followed by the PFL and PFL+PR conditions. The experiment comprised six scenarios (each with 20 trials), two scenarios for each viewing condition. The order of the scenarios and the viewing conditions were randomized for each subject.

To determine the face validity of simulated PFL in the virtual environment, eight patients with real PFL (average age 44, five females) were also recruited. Their visual acuity varied from logMAR of 0.02 to 0.82 (median logMAR, 0.27; interquartile range [IQR], 0.19–0.34). The diameter of the patient’s binocular residual central field ranged from 16° to 56° (median, 21.5°; IQR, 19°–37.5°). They all used their best-corrected vision with no prismatic lenses, and each completed three scenarios (60 trials). Written informed consent under an experimental protocol approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Human Studies Committee was obtained from all participants prior to the experiment.

Data Analysis

The time between the pedestrian appearance and the participant’s first horn press was recorded as the RT for detection (detection RT), and the time between the first and the second set of horn presses (collision judgment) was recorded as the decision RT. Data were first grouped based on whether the pedestrian’s initial bearing ($\beta_{i=0}$) was larger than $10^\circ$, to compare performance within the residual central ($\beta_{i=0} \leq 10^\circ$) and the prism-expanded ($\beta_{i=0} > 10^\circ$) fields. A two-way within-subject analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for the grouped data with the two independent variables—the three viewing conditions (NV, PFL, and PFL+PR) and the two field of view positions (the residual central and prism-expanded fields). For the patients, one-way within-subject ANOVAs were used to test the effect of field of view positions on detection rates, decisions, or RTs. To compare the patients’ results with the simulated PFL results in normally sighted subjects, two-way between-subjects ANOVAs (participants type × field of view positions) were conducted. Furthermore, individual pedestrian conditions with various path crossing distances (collapsed over left and right pedestrians) were inspected among the normally sighted subjects using a three-way within-subject ANOVA (viewing condition × initial bearing × path crossing distance). Similarly, among the patients, two-way within-subject ANOVAs (initial bearing × path crossing distance) were conducted.

Statistics were conducted using the R package “Analysis of Factorial Experiments” (afex, https://github.com/singmann/afex). The number of degrees of freedom of the F distribution was corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction\(^3\) to ensure the assumption of sphericity; that is, the variances of the differences between all combinations of related groups should be equal. The $P$-values in posthoc contrast tests were adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni method\(^3\) for multiple comparisons.

The correlations between the subjects’ behaviors (e.g., the percent of perceived collisions) and various factors (e.g., the closest distance between the pedestrian and subject) were also explored in the NV condition to determine whether subjects make comparable collision/noncollision decisions in the virtual scenarios as in real world. This was to further determine the face validity of our virtual environment.

Results

Pedestrians Within and Outside the Residual Central Field

We first grouped responses based on whether the pedestrian would initially show within or outside the
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Pedestrians Within and Outside the Residual Central Field

We first grouped responses based on whether the pedestrian would initially show within or outside the
residual central field for both the normally sighted subjects and the patients with real PFL. When the pedestrian fell outside the residual central field, it would fall in the prism-expanded field of the normally sighted subjects and the unseen field for the patients. Among the normally sighted subjects, when the pedestrians initially appeared within the residual central field ($\beta_{t=0} \leq 10^\circ$), the detection rate was 100% for all the viewing conditions. For the conditions with $\beta_{t=0} = 30^\circ$, the pedestrian detection rate dropped in the simulated PFL condition (74% on average) but was improved with the prisms (94%) (Fig. 6a). There was a significant interaction between the three viewing conditions (NV, PFL, and PFL+PR) and the two field of view positions (the simulated residual central field and the prism-expanded field) for the average detection rate ($F(1.12, 8.99) = 6.64, p = 0.03$). When the pedestrian first appeared within the residual central field, the detection rate was not different across the viewing conditions, whereas when the pedestrian was in the prism-expanded field, the PFL+PR condition showed significantly higher detection rates than the simulated PFL condition ($t(32) = 3.9, P = 0.001$), and the PFL+PR condition was not different from the NV condition ($t(32) = -1.03, P = 0.31$) (Fig. 6a). The collision decision accuracy was calculated among the detected pedestrians, which was slightly lower outside the residual central field in all viewing conditions, but the main effect of field of view positions was not significant ($F(1,8) = 0.51, P = 0.5$), and no significant posthoc contrast of any kind was found (Fig. 6b).

As for the detection RT (Fig. 6c), there was an interaction between field of view position and viewing condition: $F(1.19, 9.50) = 11.45, P = 0.006$. The post-hoc contrast showed that when the initial pedestrian position was within the residual central field, the detection RT was not different across the viewing conditions; when the initial bearing was larger than $10^\circ$ (in the prism-expanded field), the detection RT for PFL+PR was shorter than that for PFL by about 1.2 seconds ($t(32) = -3.57, P = 0.006$), though longer than the detection RT for NV by about 1.2 seconds ($t(32) = 3.49, P = 0.006$). The time subjects spent reaching a collision decision (after detection) was also affected by both the viewing condition and the field of view position ($F(1.75, 13.98) = 6.81, P = 0.01$). Within the residual central field, no difference in decision RT was observed across the viewing conditions; in the prism-expanded field, the decision RT was the shortest for simulated PFL—about 0.6 seconds shorter than NV ($t(28.01) = 4.01, P = 0.0025$) and 0.4 seconds shorter than PFL+PR ($t(28.01) = 2.86, P = 0.04$), while no significant difference was found between PFL+PR and NV. The total RT (the detection RT plus the decision RT) showed a moderate interaction between viewing condition and field of view position ($F(1.42, 11.40) = 7.69, P = 0.01$). Within the residual central field, the effect of viewing condition was minimal; however, in the prism-expanded field, although total RTs were about 1.0 second longer in the PFL+PR condition than the NV condition ($t(31.2) = 3.03, P = 0.025$), they were improved when compared with the simulated PFL condition, which were about 1.8 seconds longer than in the NV condition ($t(31.2) = 5.39, P < 0.0001$).

For the eight patients with PFL, when the...
pedestrians initially appeared within their residual central fields, the average detection rate was 95% (Fig. 6a, marked as PAT). For the conditions with \( \beta_{t=0} = 30^\circ \), the pedestrian detection rate dropped significantly to 59% on average (Bonferroni corrected \( P < 0.0001 \)). The one-way within-subject ANOVA showed a significant effect of field of view positions on detection rates (\( F(1, 78) = 31.9, P < 0.0001 \)). The detection RTs were also significantly different (\( F(1, 70) = 42.5, P < 0.0001 \)): the average detection RT of the conditions within the central field was about 2.6 seconds, but the detection RT of the conditions with a 30\(^\circ\) initial bearing was 4.8 seconds. To compare the patients’ results with the simulated PFL results in normally sighted subjects, two-way between-subjects ANOVAs (participants type x field of view positions) were conducted. Neither the detection rates (\( F(1, 30) = 1.55, P = 0.22 \)) nor the collision decision accuracy (\( F(1, 30) = 2.11, P = 0.16 \)) across the field of view positions were significantly different between the two participant groups. However, the patients had longer detection RTs (\( F(1, 30) = 6.24, P = 0.018 \)), and subsequently, shorter decision RTs (\( F(1, 30) = 5.83, P = 0.022 \)) than the subjects with simulated PFL. The detection rate and RT for the patients with real PFL and their collision decision accuracy were largely similar to those observed among the normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL, although the performance of the patients with real PFL was slightly worse: longer detection RTs when \( \beta_{t=0} \leq 10^\circ \) or \( \beta_{t=0} = 30^\circ \) (Fig. 6).

**Detection Rate, Collision Decision, and RT for Each Condition**

The performance for each condition was further evaluated. For the normally sighted subjects, among the pedestrians initially appearing at 30\(^\circ\) eccentricity, those crossing behind the subject yielded the lowest detection rates; pedestrians passing in front were more likely to be detected (Fig. 7a). A three-way ANOVA (viewing condition x initial bearing x path crossing distance) showed a significant interaction between the viewing condition and the initial pedestrian bearing in the detection rate (\( F(2, 142) = 17.7, P < 0.0001 \)). The detection RT (Fig. 7b) was similar across all pedestrian conditions while viewing with NV (1.1 seconds). Across the viewing conditions, if the pedestrians initially appeared within the residual central field (\( \beta_{t=0} \leq 10^\circ \)), the detection RT was not different. Thus, no negative effects (on detection rate or RT) were observed within the residual central field when the prisms were placed. With simulated PFL, the subjects took much longer to detect pedestrians appearing at 30\(^\circ\) bearing. The detection RT improved (reduced) with the prisms. The ANOVA showed a significant interaction between viewing condition and initial pedestrian bearing for detection RT (\( F(2, 136) = 47.5, P < 0.0001 \)). A detection RT was only available when the pedestrian was in fact detected; therefore, Figures 7a and 7b are meant to be interpreted together. A relatively high detection rate but a very long detection RT does not indicate overall good detection performance.

As for subjects’ pedestrian collision decisions, the conditions with \( d_{pc} = 0 \) were expected to be judged as colliding, the conditions with \( d_{pc} = -2 \) or +2 m should be near-collision (thus also considered to be colliding), and the other conditions (\( d_{pc} = 12 \) m or \( \infty \)) were designed to be noncolliding. With NV, the subjects were able to distinguish collision (center-to-center collision and near-collision) from noncollision (Fig. 7c). Consistent with the pattern observed in our preliminary study (Qiu C, et al. IOVS. 2017;58:ARVO E-Abstract 3287) where similar parameters were used to script the pedestrians, a higher collision risk was perceived when the initial bearings were 10\(^\circ\) than 30\(^\circ\) (more noncolliding pedestrians were judged as colliding at 10\(^\circ\) initial bearing). In addition, given \( \beta_{t=0} = 30^\circ \), the pedestrians designed to pass in front with \( d_{pc} = +2 \) m were more likely to be perceived as colliding than those passing behind with \( d_{pc} = -2 \) m (as also reported in Qiu et al. 29). Despite the perceptual differences in collision judgment across the three viewing conditions, the subjects made comparable collision decisions for all the detected pedestrians (\( F(2, 136) = 0.2, P = 0.8 \)). No significant interactions were found among any factors. The decision RT (Fig. 7d) with \( \beta_{t=0} = 30^\circ \) was reduced in the simulated PFL condition (the interaction between the viewing condition and the initial pedestrian bearing was significant, \( F(2, 136) = 11.8, P < 0.0001 \)). Similar detection and perceived collision responses were found for the two sidewalk-like encounters (where the initial bearing was 5\(^\circ\) or 2.5\(^\circ\)).

Data from the eight PFL patients (Figs. 7e–h) showed response patterns similar to those seen in the simulated PFL of the normally sighted subjects, despite variations in field size and visual acuity. A two-way within-patients ANOVA (10\(^\circ\) and 30\(^\circ\) initial bearings x 4 path crossing distances) on the detection rate showed a significant main effect of the initial pedestrian bearing (\( F(1, 56) = 49.9, P < 0.0001 \)), the path crossing distance (\( F(3, 56) = 9.8, P < 0.0001 \)), and significant interaction between the two (\( F(3, 56) = \ldots \))
Figure 7. The average detection rate, detection RT, decision of collision, and decision RT results from the normally sighted subjects (a–d) and the PFL patients (e–h). The three panels in (a–d) are for the three viewing conditions as marked. The blue symbols indicate the conditions when pedestrians initially appear with $\beta_t < 10^\circ$ (triangles, $\beta_{t=0} = 10^\circ$; diamond, $\beta_{t=0} = 5^\circ$; star, $\beta_{t=0} = 2.5^\circ$), the orange circles are for the conditions with $\beta_t = 30^\circ$. The $x$-axis shows the path crossing distance, $d_{pc} = -2 \text{ m}, 0, +2 \text{ m}, +12 \text{ m}$, and symbol $\propto$ for $d_{pc}$ indicates the sidewalk-like encounters. (a) The pedestrian detection rate of the normally sighted subjects for the individual conditions. (b) The RT to detect the pedestrians. (c) The percentage of trials perceived as collisions. (d) The RT to make the collision judgment (after the pedestrian detection). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. (e–h) The average detection rate, detection RT, decision of collision, and decision RT of the eight PFL patients. Their behavioral patterns are similar to those acquired in simulated PFL with the normally sighted subjects (middle column in a–d).
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8.8, \( P < 0.0001 \)). The detection RTs were sensitive to the initial bearing \( (F(1, 49) = 22.36, P < 0.0001) \) but not the path crossing distance \( (F(3, 49) = 2.1, P = 0.11) \) as shown in Figure 7f. Figure 7g shows that the decisions of collision by the patients are also similarly sensitive to the virtual pedestrians’ trajectories (the effect of path crossing distance, \( F(3, 48) = 9.7, P < 0.0001 \)). The patients’ results further validated the simulator task for studying the potential impact of PFL on mobility.

**Correlations Between NV Collision Judgment and Possible Visual Cues**

A number of visual cues might be accessible while a potentially colliding pedestrian is approaching. We evaluated whether the subjects were sensitive to those cues in our virtual scenarios. First, an accumulated bearing deviation from a constant bearing was calculated using the central bearing deviation from the initial bearing for every 0.1 second from the pedestrians’ initial appearance to disappearance (Fig. 8a). We found that the subject’s perceived collision was significantly (and highly) correlated with the accumulated deviations of the pedestrian’s central bearing from a constant. This measure accounted for about 56% of the variance in the perceived collision (Fig. 8b). Another measure of visual cue for collision is the similarity between a bearing span (apparent angular width) of an approaching pedestrian and the span of a center-to-center colliding pedestrian starting at the same initial bearing. We defined the percent of bearing span overlap: the overlapping bearing span area divided by the bearing span area of the center-to-center collision for the walk duration (Fig. 8c). The perceived collision by the subjects did show a significant positive and high correlation with the percent of bearing span overlap with the center-to-center collision, and about 68% of the variance in the perceived collision was accounted by this variable (Fig. 8d).

To evaluate whether the subjects’ collision judg-
ments were indeed reasonable, we further calculated the closest distance between the subject and the pedestrian (see Supplementary Appendix “Closest distance between the participant and pedestrian”) for each designed condition, and found that the subjects’ perceived collision judgments were significantly and negatively correlated with the closest distance (Fig. 8c): given a small closest distance, the subjects were more likely to respond to the trial as collision, and the percent of perceived collision was reduced for farther closest distances. This reflected the expected natural decisions that people would make in real life. Various other factors were also explored, and the results, which were not as strongly correlated, are described in Supplementary Appendix “Visual cues and pedestrian collision judgment in normal visions.”

Discussion

As highlighted in a Cochrane review,37 lack of objective outcome measures is a major failing of many vision rehabilitation clinical trials, especially for field defects. Our implementation of a novel and objective method of measuring the outcome of the field expansion devices using a VR walking simulator rather than relying on subjective questionnaires promises to be important for future clinical trials.

To determine that our VR walking scenarios are a valid testing environment, we first evaluated the impact of various conditions on the collision judgments of normally sighted subjects. Through a strong correlation between the subjects’ perceived collision judgments and the calculated closest distance between the subject and the pedestrian that directly predicted whether the two would collide with each other (Fig. 8c), we verified that the virtual scenarios were indeed suitable for studying the perception of pedestrian collision. The subjects’ perceived collisions among these NV conditions also showed strong correlations with the bearing deviations and the bearing span overlap (Figs. 8a–d), which are consistent with previous studies on visual cues used in collision detection13,38–48 (also see Supplementary Appendix “Visual cues and pedestrian collision judgment in normal vision” for more details).

We further investigated the utility of using our virtual scenarios with simulated real-life relevant tasks to measure the impact of PFL and the effect of field of view expanding prisms on performance. As expected, the eight PFL patients showed reduced pedestrian detection rates when the pedestrians initially appeared at 30° eccentricity (Fig. 6a). Their detections and decisions were also sensitive to the designed pedestrians’ trajectories, as we observed in the normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL (Fig. 7), which further demonstrates the system’s validity in evaluating patients’ behaviors.

For the normally sighted subjects, we simulated PFL using head-mounted goggles and placed the prisms over the apertures. When pedestrians appeared outside the simulated residual central field ($\beta_5=30^\circ$), lower pedestrian detection rates with longer detection RTs were found, as we observed in the patients with PFL (Fig. 6a). As compared with the PFL patients, we also observed slightly better performance of the normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL in terms of the RTs (Fig. 6c), which may be due to their better visual acuity and younger age. It may also be affected by the visibility of the PFL. The edges of the simulated PFL apertures are visible and increase the subjects’ awareness, while for the patients there is no such apparent visual clue. The detection rates in the normally sighted subjects with simulated PFL ranged from 47% to 97% (Fig. 7a) and in the patients from 27% to 90% (Fig. 7e), depending on the path crossing distance. These high detection rates even with very limited fields may be accounted for by two factors: first, for the cases with $d_{pc}=+2$ m or $+12$ m, the pedestrians passed in front of the participant and thus eventually entered the residual central field to be detected. The detection RTs for these cases were therefore expected to be longer, which is exactly what our results of detection RT indicate (Figs. 7b, 7f). Second, some participants may adopt a scanning strategy, given the regularity of the task and additionally for normally sighted subjects the visibility of the field obstruction. The simulated PFL also led to reduced decision RTs (Fig. 7d) compared with the NV condition; and the patients showed the shortest decision RTs (Fig. 6c). It is likely that the participants spent a longer time on detection; therefore, by the time the pedestrian was detected, the collision/noncollision event was so imminent that it required little time to judge and respond.

Importantly, the peripheral prisms did not impede pedestrian detection or collision judgment for events within the residual central field. In the prism-expanded field, the prisms increased pedestrian detection rate, decreased the detection RT, and did not negatively affect the accuracy of the collision judgment. We expect that the prisms will be easier to adapt to with wider/taller residual central islands that enable the positioning of the prisms farther in the
periphery, and that may facilitate better adaptation during later phases of disease progression, where the residual central island is reduced in size.

With that verification of the evaluating system and support of the PFL patients’ data, we are confident that we can pursue future studies on the effect of the prisms and other possible treatments using this paradigm. We also plan to evaluate the utility of the naturally occurring nasal residual islands in patients with RP for detecting approaching pedestrians on a collision course. It was recently reported that these natural islands are often centered at the eccentricity of about 45°, where the risk density for collision with another pedestrian in an open space environment peaks. To our knowledge, there are no studies addressing the utility of these residual islands for any purpose, and certainly not for the avoidance of collisions.

Although the study verifies the virtual environment for PFL testing and demonstrates benefits of the peripheral prisms for simulated PFL in detecting colliding pedestrians, there are limitations to be considered. First, the participants were sitting, not actually walking (with the associated head bobbing), and their attention is directed to the ball tracking (though this may resemble the necessary attentional load for wayfinding and front obstacle avoidance). Second, while the use of frequent pedestrians provides effective repeated trial evaluation, it might have primed the participants and increased their anticipation of the events, which possibly elicited frequent scanning. Last, the current scenarios lacked the complexity of multiple collision risks that may be present simultaneously in crowded spaces. Although the participants were required to detect pedestrians against a natural background with trees and buildings, detecting pedestrians in real-life scenes may be even more challenging. Note also that the addition of other pedestrians or obstacles may go unnoticed as these are likely to appear and stay outside of the residual field (natural and expanded) for most of the trial. This is why it is important to aim the expansion at the highest risk eccentricity.

In addition, the prisms with simulated PFL do not exactly simulate the prisms on glasses lens. The longer vertex distance required to avoid diffraction reduces prism effectivity from 30° (≈57Δ) to 26° (≈49Δ). Also, the subjects were instructed to try not to scan with their eyes inside the goggles. Such scanning has no central field of view benefit in the goggles simulation, which is not true for patients with real PFL. Note that due to the prism TIR, eye scanning would not achieve further prism field of view expansion either in the simulations or the patients’ glasses. Therefore, devices that are less affected by the TIR are likely to be more beneficial.

Summary

We verified that the walking scenarios rendered in a virtual environment were practical for evaluating the effect of PFL and the impact of field of view expanding prisms in pedestrian detection and collision judgment. The current design of peripheral prisms for PFL has demonstrated substantial benefits in pedestrian detection (despite small apertures and the inevitable binocular visual confusion associated with prismatic field expansion) and shown minimal interference with the residual central field. Future work will include further evaluation of patients’ residual peripheral fields and the impact of prisms mounted on glasses lens.
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